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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a storage box for CDs, computer disks, cassette tapes and like mass information carriers, comprising a box part, at least one drawer part, and spring means and locking means associated with the or each drawer part, the or each drawer part being arranged for receiving the mass information carrier and being slidably receivable, via a drawer opening, in the box part; the spring means associated with the or each drawer part being arranged for pressing the relevant drawer part into an at least partially opened position; the locking means associated with the or each drawer part being arranged for holding the relevant drawer part in a closed position against the action of the spring means; the box part, the drawer part, the spring means and the locking means all being manufactured in an injection molding process, at least partly from synthetic material, the box part being manufactured from at least one molded part, the drawer part being manufactured from at least one molded part, the spring means and the locking means forming an integral part of one or more of the molded parts mentioned and hence being formed integrally with these molded parts during the injection molding process; the locking means forming an integral part of both the molded parts comprising the drawer part and the at least one molded part comprising the box part.

[0002] Such storage box is known from international patent application WO 87/05884. On page 11, lines 27-32 of this publication, it is described that the spring 86 can be an integral part of the drawer part or the box part. Hence, from this publication, a skilled person may learn that the number of parts of which the storage box is manufactured, can be limited by designing the spring as an element formed integrally with the molded parts. The drawings of this publication directly make it clear that this also holds for the locking means.

[0003] A drawback of the known publication, however, is formed by the construction of the locking means. The drawer part of the known storage box can only be opened with one hand when a single storage box is taken in the hand. When a box located in a stack is to be opened, the left-hand side of the stack must be freely accessible for operating the locking means. In practice, however, usually more stacks of storage boxes are disposed side by side. Under those circumstances, the known storage box can only be opened when the storage box is removed from the stack. This is particularly inconvenient.

[0004] European patent application EP-A-0 568 729 discloses another storage box. The drawback of the construction known from that publication is that it consists of a large number of parts, to be manufactured separately. After the manufacture of these separate parts, the different parts of the storage box have to be assembled, which operation can be performed only manually. The manufacture of the large number of separate parts and the assembling operations have as a consequence that the cost price of the known box is too high, on which account it has not found widespread application in the market. Another drawback of the known box is that the unlocking means are operated by a separated unlocking button which occupies a considerable amount of space next to the drawer part. Not only does this disturb the outward appearance of the storage box, but the storage box is moreover considerably larger than the dimensions of the mass information carrier to be stored would require.

[0005] The object of the invention is to provide a storage box for mass information carriers of the type mentioned in the preamble, which storage box has the advantages of the known storage box, i.e. built up from few parts, and in which the drawbacks of the known storage box are overcome. The intended storage box must be capable of being manufactured in an economical manner and, moreover, must have an elegant outward appearance. The space occupied by the locking means must be minimal.

[0006] To this end, according to the invention, the storage box of the type mentioned in the preamble is characterized in that the locking means comprise at least one locking assembly, each locking assembly comprising a locking projection, an unlocking projection, a release projection, a spring lever, a first projection, a second projection and a retaining projection, the locking projection, the unlocking projection and the release projection forming a part of the at least one molded part comprising the box part, the first projection and the second projection being connected to a free end of the spring lever, which spring lever, together with the retaining projection, forms part of the molded part comprising the drawer part, the first projection being arranged for cooperating with the locking projection and the unlocking projection, the second projection being arranged for cooperating with the release projection and the retaining projection, in a closed position, the first projection being caught behind the locking projection, wherein for opening the drawer part the spring lever being pressed into an oblique position in that the first projection strikes the unlocking projection, the second projection thereby catching behind the retaining projection, enabling the first projection, in the slide open movement of the drawer part, to pass the locking projection, the second projection striking the release projection after the first projection has passed the locking projection, causing the second projection to be pressed from the retaining projection and allowing the spring lever to resume its original position.

[0007] Such storage box may have exactly the same dimensions as the conventional CD boxes, which are provided with a cover part which is pivotally connected to a bottom part. The locking means may be incorporated behind the drawer part, adjacent the sideway located opposite the drawer opening. This enables the storage box according to the invention to be stored in the existing
storage systems. Due to the construction of the locking means, entirely integrally formed with the molded parts from which the storage box is built up, the drawer can be opened by pressing the front side of the drawer. Hence, the opening and closing of the drawer part can be effected in a particularly simple manner. Even when the storage box is arranged in several stacks side by side, a storage box from the stack can be opened with one hand without the storage box having to be removed from the stack. Since the locking means are completely accommodated in the interior of the storage box, the storage box according to the invention moreover has an elegant outward appearance.

Preferably, the number of molded parts for the box part is kept to a minimum, i.e. one molded part. However, in view of the injection molds being withdrawable, it may be necessary that the box part be built up from two or more molded parts. In general, the drawer part can be assembled from one molded part. For the sake of the assembly of the storage box, the molded parts of the box part can readily be snapped together. The final assembly is effected by sliding the molded part comprising the drawer part into the drawer opening. After this final assembling operation, which can readily be automatized, the storage box is ready for use. Hence, the storage box according to the invention can be manufactured in a very inexpensive manner. The phrase 'at least partly' in the claim relates to embodiments wherein, in the injection molding process, a for instance metal spring is embedded in the plastic. This does not lead to additional assembling operations, because the metal parts form an integral part of the relevant molded part.

Further elaborations of the storage box according to the invention are described in the subclaims and will hereinafter be further explained on the basis of two exemplary embodiments, with reference to the accompanying drawings.

Because known set-up devices for mass information carriers are generally intended for boxes having a pivotable cover, the set-up devices therefor are of such design that the storage boxes have to be removed from the set-up device in order to be capable of being opened. As a result, the storage boxes keep lying around somewhere near the playback equipment and are not placed back in the set-up device. Another drawback of the known set-up devices is that the boxes are generally positioned in parallel relationship next to or above each other. As a consequence, only the text printed on the narrow lateral sides of the storage box is readable to the user. The text on the top and bottom sides of the storage box can only be read when the storage box is removed from the set-up device.

WO93/15978 discloses a set-up device for magnetic discs which are not each accommodated in a storage box. However, the principle of pivotably storing the mass information carriers provides the user with the possibility of leafing through the different mass information carriers having to be removed from the set up device.

The object of the invention is to provide a set-up device for storage boxes without the above-described drawbacks.

To this end, the invention provides a set-up device comprises storage boxes according to the invention, which storage boxes each comprise a top and a bottom side and four lateral sides, while the thickness relative to the length and width of the top and bottom sides of the storage box is relatively slight, the set-up device further comprising a base disposable on a horizontal surface or connectable to an inclined or vertical surface, the base comprising means for clamping a number of storage boxes adjacent the lateral side thereof opposite the drawer opening, the means for clamping being so designed that a clamped storage box is pivotable relative to the base, with the imaginary pivot line of the pivotal movement extending parallel to and lying adjacent or coinciding with the lateral side located opposite the lateral side comprising the drawer opening.

Such set-up device provides the user the possibility of leafing through the different storage boxes without these boxes having to be removed from the set-up device. During this leafing operation, the user can read the text printed on the top and bottom sides of the respective storage boxes. Moreover, because the storage boxes comprise a drawer, the storage boxes need not necessarily be removed from the set-up device in order to take the mass information carrier from the storage box. Indeed, the storage box can be opened while it is still located in the set-up device. Hence, the set-up device according to the invention will no longer involve storage boxes being spread and getting mislaid.

Further elaborations of the set-up device according to the invention are described in the subclaims and will hereinafter be further explained on the basis of an exemplary embodiment, with reference to the accompanying drawings.

Fig. 1 is a perspective view with parts taken apart of a first exemplary embodiment of a storage box according to the invention;
Fig. 2 is a top plan view of a locking assembly used in the exemplary embodiments of Figs. 1 and 3;
Fig. 3 is a second exemplary embodiment of a storage box according to the invention;
Fig. 4 is a perspective view of an exemplary embodiment of a set-up device for storage boxes for mass information carriers;
Fig. 5 is a perspective view of a storage box for a mass information carrier insertable into the set-up device shown in Fig. 4;
Fig. 6 is a sectional view through the base of the set-up device in a plane extending parallel to the face A on which the set-up device is set up or mounted; and Fig. 7 is a side elevation of the set-up device shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
[0016] Presently, with reference to Figs. 1-3, two exemplary embodiments of a storage box for CDs, computer disks, cassette tapes and like mass information carriers will be described first. The storage box of Fig. 1 comprises a box part 1, 2, at least one drawer part 3, spring means 4 and locking means 5 associated with the drawer part 3. The or each drawer part 3 is arranged for receiving the mass information carrier and is slidably receivable in the box part 1, 2 via a drawer opening 13. The spring means 4 associated with the or each drawer part 3 are arranged for pressing the drawer part 3 into an at least partially opened position. The locking means 5 of the drawer part 3 are arranged for holding the relevant drawer part 3 in a closed position, against the action of the spring means 4. The box part 1, 2, the drawer part 3, the spring means 4 and the locking means 5 are all manufactured from plastic in an injection molding process. In the present exemplary embodiment, the box part 1, 2 is manufactured from two molded parts V1, V2. The drawer part 3 is manufactured from one molded part V3.

The spring means 4 and the locking means 5 form an integral part of one or more of the molded parts V1, V2, V3 mentioned and are hence integrally formed with these molded parts V1, V2, V3 during the injection molding process. Although in the exemplary embodiment shown in Fig. 1, the box part 1, 2 is manufactured from two molded parts V1, V2, viz. a bottom part 1 and a cover part 2, it is also within the framework of the invention when the box part 1, 2 is manufactured from a single molded part. In view of the injection mold being withdrawable, two molded parts are opted for in the present case. According to the invention, a smallest possible number of parts should be aimed at so as to minimize the assembling operations.

[0017] The spring means 4 form an integral part of the molded part V3 comprising the drawer part 3. In the present exemplary embodiment, the spring means 4 are designed as a thin circular or elliptic strip of synthetic material connected to the rear side 14 of the molded part V3 comprising the drawer part 3. The elasticity of the plastic imparts a certain resilience to this strip, which resilience seeks to bring the strip 4 into its original shape. In the closed position of the drawer part 3, the plastic strip 4 does not have its original shape but is compressed, causing it to exert a spring force on the drawer part 3.

[0018] As is clearly shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the locking means 5 form an integral part of both the molded part V3 comprising the drawer part 3, and the at least one molded part V1, V2 comprising the box part 1, 2. The locking means 5 comprise at least one locking assembly 5. Each locking assembly 5 comprises a locking projection 6, an unlocking projection 7, a release projection 8, a spring lever 9, a first projection 10, a second projection 11 and a retaining projection 12. The locking projection 6, the unlocking projection 7 and the release projection 8 form part of the molded part V1 comprising the bottom part 1. The first projection 10 and the second projection 11 are connected to a free end of the spring lever 9, which spring lever 9, together with the retaining projection 12, forms part of the molded part V3 comprising the drawer part 3. The first projection 10 is arranged for cooperating with the locking projection 6 and the unlocking projection 7, and the second projection 11 is arranged for cooperating with the release projection 8 and the retaining projection 12. In the closed position, the first projection 10 is caught behind locking projection 6. When the drawer part 3 is to be opened, the user should press against the front side of the drawer part 3. This involves the spring lever 9 being pressed into an oblique position in that the first projection 10 strikes the unlocking projection 7. When the spring lever 9 is thus pressed leftwards, the second projection 11 catches behind the retaining projection 12, enabling the first projection 10, in the slide-open movement of the drawer part 3, to pass the locking projection 6. After the first projection 10 has passed the locking projection 6, the second projection 11 strikes the release projection 8, causing the second projection 11 to be pressed from the retaining projection 12 and allowing the spring lever 9 to resume its original position. Hence, when the drawer part 3 is closed, the first projection 10 can catch behind the locking projection 6 again for holding the drawer part 3 in its closed position. It will be understood that due to the complete absence of operating buttons for unlocking the drawer part 3, the storage box with locking means as described hereinabove has a particularly nicely lined outward appearance. Moreover, the control is simple and the operation is reliable.
2 of the storage box.

[0022] Figs. 4, 6 and 7 show an exemplary embodiment of a set-up device according to the invention. Fig. 5 shows an exemplary embodiment of a storage box 16 forming part of a set-up device according to the invention. The set-up device shown comprises storage boxes 16 according to the invention for storing CDs, computer disks, cassette tapes and like mass information carriers D. The storage boxes 16 have a top side and a bottom side 17 and 18 respectively, and four lateral sides 19, 20, 21, 22. The thickness of the storage box 16 relative to the length and width of the top and bottom sides 17, 18 of the storage box 16 is relatively slight. The storage boxes 16 each comprise a box part 23 and a drawer part 24 which, via a drawer opening 25 at one of the lateral sides 19 of the storage box 16, is slidably received in the box part 23. The set-up device comprises a base 26 disposable on a horizontal surface A or connectable to an inclined or vertical surface A. The base 26 comprises means 27 for clamping a number of storage boxes adjacent the lateral sides 22 thereof opposite the drawer openings 25. The means 27 for clamping are so designed that a clamped storage box 16 is pivotable relatively the base 26, while the imaginary pivot line L of the pivotal movement extends parallel to and lies adjacent or coincides with the lateral side 22 located opposite the lateral side 21 comprising the drawer opening 25. For this purpose, in the present exemplary embodiment, each storage box 16 is provided with two circular recesses 28, each located in a lateral side 20, 21 bounding the drawer opening 25, adjacent the lateral side 22 located opposite the drawer opening 25. The base 26 is provided with at least two opposite, parallel base parts 26a, 26b, between which a receiving cavity 29 is located. Each base part 26a, 26b being provided, on a side facing the receiving cavity 29, with a series of pivot journals 27. Located opposite each pivot journal 27 on one base part 26a is a pivot journal 27 on the other base part 26b. Between each pair of opposite pivot journals 27, a storage box 16 can be clamped in that each pivot journal 27 of a pair of opposite pivot journals 27 can be brought into engagement with a circular recess 28, associated with that pivot journal 27, in the relevant storage box 16. In the shop, the mass information carriers will be presented in storage boxes 16 provided with recesses 28 and at home or at the company, they can be clamped or snapped in the base 26 of the set-up device. This prevents the storage box from becoming astray, while the main surfaces can nevertheless be properly inspected when the different storage boxes are being "leafed through".

[0023] To bound the pivotal movement of the storage boxes 16 in the set-up device, the base 26 of the present exemplary embodiment comprises at least two stops 30, 31. Thus, the pivotal movement of each storage box 16 is bounded between two inclined positions located on either side of an imaginary plane P associated with the relevant storage box, which plane P extends perpendicularly to the surface A on which the base 26 is disposed or to which the base 26 is connected, and in which imaginary plane P the imaginary pivot line L of the relevant storage box 16 is located. In these two extreme pivoting positions, the top and bottom sides 17, 18 respectively of the storage box 16 are perfectly readable.

[0024] It is understood that the invention is not limited to the exemplary embodiments described, but that various modifications are possible within the framework of the invention.

Claims

1. A storage box for CDs, computer disks, cassette tapes and like mass information carriers, comprising a box part (1, 2), at least one drawer part (3), and spring means (4) and locking means (5) associated with the or each drawer part (3), the or each drawer part (3) being arranged for receiving the mass information carrier and being slidably receivable, via a drawer opening (13), in the box part (1, 2), the spring means (4) associated with the or each drawer part (3) being arranged for pressing the relevant drawer part (3) into an at least partially open position, the locking means (5) of each drawer part (3) being arranged for holding the relevant drawer part (3) in a closed position against the action of the spring means (4); the box part (1, 2), the drawer part (3), the spring means (4) and the locking means (5) all being manufactured in an injection molding process, at least partly from synthetic material, the box part (1, 2) being manufactured from at least one molded part (V1, V2), the drawer part (3) being manufactured from one molded part (V3), the spring means (4) and the locking means (5) forming an integral part of one or more of said molded parts (V1, V2, V3) and hence being formed integrally with said molded parts (V1, V2, V3) during the injection molding process, the locking means (5) forming an integral part of both the molded part (V3) comprising the drawer part (3) and the at least one molded part (V1, V2) comprising the box part (1, 2), characterized in that the locking means (5) comprise at least one locking assembly (5), each locking assembly (5) comprising a locking projection (6), an unlocking projection (7), a release projection (8), a spring lever (9), a first projection (10), a second projection (11) and a retaining projection (12), the locking projection (6), the unlocking projection (7) and the release projection (8) forming a part of the at least one molded part (V1) comprising the box part (1), the first projection (10) and the second projection (11) being connected to a free end of the spring lever (9), said spring lever (9) together with the retaining projection (12) forming part of the molded part (V3) comprising the drawer part (3), the first projection (10) being arranged for co-
operating with the locking projection (6) and the unlocking projection (7), the second projection (11) being arranged for cooperating with the release projection (8) and the retaining projection (12), in a closed position, the first projection (10) being caught behind the locking projection (6), wherein for opening the drawer part (3) the spring lever (9) being pressed into an oblique position in that the first projection (10) strikes the unlocking projection (7), the second projection (11) thereby catching behind the retaining projection (12), enabling the first projection (10), in the slide open movement of the drawer part (3), to pass the locking projection (6), the second projection (11) striking the release projection (8) after the first projection (10) has passed the locking projection (6), causing the second projection (11) to be pressed from the retaining projection (12) and allowing the spring lever (9) to resume its original position.

2. A storage box according to claim 1, characterized in that the box part (1,2) is manufactured from two molded parts (V1, V2), in particular a bottom part (V1) and a cover part (V2).

3. A storage box according to claim 1, characterized in that the spring means (4) form an integral part of the molded part (V3) comprising the drawer part (3).

4. A storage box according to any one of the preceding claims, characterized by two locking assemblies (5), the locking assemblies (5) each being located adjacent an end of a lateral side (14) of the drawer part (3) opposite the drawer opening (13).

5. A storage box according to any one of the preceding claims, characterized in that the molded part (V3) comprising the drawer part (3) is also provided with an accommodation space (15) for accommodating documentation relating to the mass information carrier.

6. A set-up device comprising storage boxes (16) according 1, said storage boxes (16) each comprising a top and a bottom side (17 and 18 respectively) and four lateral sides (19, 20, 21, 22), the thickness relative to the length and width of the top and bottom sides (17, 18) of the storage box (16) being relatively slight, the set up device comprising a base (26) disposable on a horizontal surface (A) or connectable to an inclined or vertical surface (A), the base (26) comprising means (27) for clamping a number of storage boxes (16) adjacent the lateral side (22) thereof located opposite the drawer opening (25), the means (27) for clamping being so designed that a clamped storage box (16) is pivotable relatively the base (26), the imaginary pivot line (L) of the pivotal movement extending parallel to and lying adjacent or coinciding with the lateral side (22) located opposite the lateral side (19) comprising the drawer opening (25).

7. A set-up device according to claim 6, characterized in that each storage box (16) is provided with two circular recesses (28), each located in a lateral side (20, 21) bounding the drawer opening, adjacent the lateral side (22) located opposite the drawer opening (25), the base (26) being provided with at least two opposite, parallel base parts (26a, 26b), wherein between a receiving cavity (29) is located: each base part (26a, 26b) being provided, on a side facing the receiving cavity (29), with a series of pivot journals (27), while opposite each pivot journal (27) on one base part (26a), a pivot journal (27) is located on the other base part (26b), and between each pair of opposite pivot journals (27), a storage box (16) can be clamped in that each pivot journal (27) of a pair of opposite pivot journals (27) can be brought into engagement with a circular recess (28), associated with said pivot journal (27), in the relevant storage box (16).

8. A set-up device according to claim 7, characterized in that the base (26) comprises at least two stops (30, 31) whereby the pivotal movement of the storage boxes (16) is bounded between two inclined positions located on either side of an imaginary plane (P), which plane (P) extends perpendicularly to the surface (A) on which the base (26) is disposed or to which the base (26) is connected, and in which imaginary plane (P) the imaginary pivot line (L) of the relevant storage box (16) is located.

Patentansprüche

1. Speicherbox für CDs, Computer-Disketten, Bandkassetten und ähnliche Masseninformationsträger, mit einem Box-Teil (1,2), mindestens einem Schubladen-Teil (3), und Federvorrichtungen (4) und Verriegelungsvorrichtungen (5), die dem oder jeden Schubladen-Teil (3) zugeordnet sind, wobei der oder jeder Schubladen-Teil (3) zur Aufnahme des Masseninformationsträgers ausgebildet ist und über eine Schubladenöffnung (13) gleitbar in dem Box-Teil (1,2) aufnehmbar ist, wobei die dem oder jeden Schubladen-Teil (3) zugeordneten Federvorrichtungen (4) zum Drücken des relevanten Schubladen-Teils (3) in eine mindestens teilweise geöffnete Position ausgebildet sind, wobei die Verriegelungsvorrichtung (5) jedes Schubladen-Teils (3) derart ausgebildet ist, dass sie den relevanten Schubladen-Teil (3) gegen die Wirkung der Federvorrichtung (4) in einer Schließposition hält; wobei der Box-Teil (1,2), der Schubladen-Teil (3), die Federvorrichtungen (4) und die Verriegelungsvorricht-
2. Speicherbox nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Box-Teil (1,2) aus zwei Formteilen (V1,V2), insbesondere einem Boden-Teil (V1) und dem Deckel-Teil (V2) hergestellt ist.

3. Speicherbox nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Federvorrichtungen (4) einen integralen Teil des den Schubladen-Teil (3) aufweisenden Formteils (V3) bilden.

4. Speicherbox nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, gekennzeichnet durch zwei Verriegelungsanordnungen (5), die jeweils an einem Ende einer Lateralseite (14) des Schubladen-Teils (3) gegenüber der Schubladenöffnung (13) angeordnet sind.

5. Speicherbox nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der den Schubladen-Teil (3) aufweisende Formteil (V3) ferner mit einem Aufnahmebereich (15) zur Aufnahme von Dokumentation zu dem Masseninformationsträger versehen ist.

6. Aufstellvorrichtung mit Speicherboxen (16) nach einem der Ansprüche 1-5, wobei die Speicherboxen (16) jeweils eine Ober- und eine Unterseite (17 bzw. 18) und vier Lateralseiten (19,20,21,22) aufweisen, wobei die Dicke relativ zur Länge und Breite der Ober- und Unterseiten (17,18) der Speicherbox (16) relativ gering ist, wobei die Aufstellvorrichtung eine Basis (26) aufweist, die auf einer horizontalen Oberfläche (A) platziert oder mit einer schrägen oder vertikalen Fläche (A) verbindbar ist, wobei die Basis (26) gegenüber der Schubladenöffnung (25) angeordnete Vorrichtungen (27) zum Klemmen einer Anzahl von Speicherboxen (16) an die Lateralseite (22) der Basis aufweist, wobei die Klemmvorrichtungen (27) derart ausgebildet sind, dass eine geklemmte Speicherbox (16) relativ zu der Basis (26) schwenkbar ist, wobei sich die ideelle Schwenklinie (L) der Schwenkbewegung parallel zu der Lateralseite (22), welche der die Schubladenöffnung (25) aufweisenden Lateralseite (19) gegenüberliegt, erstreckt und an dieser liegt oder mit ihr überestimmt.

7. Aufstellvorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass jede Speicherbox (16) mit zwei kreisförmigen Ausnehmungen (28) versehen ist, die jeweils in einer der Schubladenöffnung begrenzenden Lateralseite (20,21) nahe der Schubladenöffnung (25) gegenüberliegenden Lateralseite (22) angeordnet sind, wobei die Basis (26) mindestens zwei einander gegenüberliegende parallele Basisteile (26a,26b) aufweist, zwischen denen ein Aufnahmeraum (29) angeordnet ist, wobei jeder Basisteil (26a,26b) an einer zu dem Aufnahmeraum (29) weisenden Seite mit einer Reihe von Schwenkstiften (27) versehen ist, während gegen-
Revendications

1. Boîtier de stockage pour des disques compacts, des disques informatiques, des cassettes à bande et des supports d’information de masse équivalents, comportant une partie de boîte (1, 2), au moins une partie de tiroir (3), et des moyens de ressort (4) et des moyens de blocage (5) associés à la ou à chaque partie de tiroir (3), la ou chaque partie de tiroir (3) étant prévu pour recevoir le support d’information de masse et pouvant être reçue de façon coulissante, par l’intermédiaire d’une ouverture de tiroir (13), dans la partie de boîte (1, 2), les moyens de ressort (4) associés à la ou à chaque partie de tiroir (3) étant prévus pour pousser la partie de tiroir (3) concernée dans une position au moins partiellement ouverte, les moyens de blocage (5) de chaque partie de tiroir (3) étant prévus pour maintenir la partie de tiroir (3) concernée dans une position fermée à l’encontre de l’action des moyens de ressort (4); la partie de boîte (1, 2), la partie de tiroir (3), les moyens de ressort (4) et les moyens de blocage (5) étant tous fabriqués dans un processus de moulage par injection, au moins partiellement à partir d’une matière synthétique, la partie de boîte (1, 2) étant fabriquée à partir d’au moins une partie moulée (V1, V2), la partie de tiroir (3) étant fabriquée à partir d’une partie moulée (V3), les moyens de ressort (4) et les moyens de blocage (5) formant une partie intégrante d’une ou plusieurs desdites parties moulées (V1, V2, V3) et étant donc formés intégralement avec lesdites parties moulées (V1, V2, V3) pendant le processus de moulage par injection, les moyens de blocage (5) formant une partie intégrante à la fois de la partie moulée (V3) constituant la partie de tiroir (3) et de la au moins une partie moulée (V1, V2) constituante la partie de boîte (1, 2), caractérisé en ce que les moyens de blocage (5) comportent au moins un ensemble de blocage (5), chaque ensemble de blocage (5) comportant une saillie de blocage (6), une saillie de déblocage (7), une saillie de libération (8), un levier à ressort (9), une première saillie (10), une deuxième saillie (11) et une saillie de retenue (12), la saillie de blocage (6), la saillie de déblocage (7) et la saillie de libération (8) formant une partie de la au moins une partie moulée (V1) constituante la partie de boîte (1), la première saillie (10) et la deuxième saillie (11) étant reliées à une extrémité libre du levier à ressort (9), ledit levier à ressort (9) avec la saillie de retenue (12) formant une partie de la partie moulée (V3) constituante la partie de tiroir (3), la première saillie (10) étant prévue pour coopérer avec la saillie de blocage (6) et la saillie de déblocage (7), la deuxième saillie (11) étant prévue pour coopérer avec la saillie de libération (8) et la saillie de retenue (12), dans une position fermée, la première saillie (10) étant retenue derrière la saillie de blocage (6), et dans lequel, afin d’ouvrir la partie de tiroir (3), le levier à ressort (9) est poussé dans une position oblique avec la première saillie (10) qui touche la saillie de déblocage (7), la deuxième saillie (11) étant ainsi retenue derrière la saillie de retenue (12), ce qui permet à la première saillie (10), dans le mouvement ouvert coulissant de la partie de tiroir (3), de passer la saillie de blocage (6), la deuxième saillie (11) touchant la saillie de libération (8) une fois que la première saillie (10) a passé la saillie de blocage (6), ce qui amène la deuxième saillie (11) à être poussée de la saillie de retenue (12) et permet au levier à ressort (9) de reprendre sa position d’origine.

2. Boîte de stockage selon la revendication 1, caractérisée en ce que la partie de boîte (1, 2) est fabriquée à partir de deux parties moulées (V1, V2), en particulier une partie de fond (V1) et une partie de couvercle (V2).

3. Boîte de stockage selon la revendication 1, caractérisée en ce que les moyens de ressort (4) forment une partie intégrante de la partie moulée (V3) constituant la partie de tiroir (3).

4. Boîte de stockage selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisée par deux ensembles de blocage (5), les ensembles de blocage (5) étant disposés chacun de façon adjacente à une extrémité d’un côté latéral (14) de la partie de tiroir (3) opposé à l’ouverture de tiroir (13).
5. Boîte de stockage selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, caractérisée en ce que la partie moulée (V3) constituant la partie de tiroir (3) est également pourvue d'un espace de réception (15) destiné à recevoir de la documentation se rapportant au support d'information de masse.

6. Dispositif de montage comportant des boîtes de stockage (16) selon l'une des revendications 1 à 5, lesdites boîtes de stockage (16) comportant chacune un côté supérieur et un côté inférieur (17 et 18 respectivement) et quatre côtés latéraux (19, 20, 21, 22), l'épaisseur par rapport à la longueur et à la largeur des côtés supérieur et inférieur (17, 18) de la boîte de stockage (16) étant relativement faible, le dispositif de montage comportant une base (26) pouvant être disposée sur une surface horizontale (A) ou pouvant être reliée à une surface inclinée ou verticale (A), la base (26) comportant des moyens (27) destinés à serrer plusieurs boîtes de stockage (16) de façon adjacente au côté latéral (22) disposé à l'opposé de l'ouverture de tiroir (25), les moyens (27) destinés au serrage étant conçus de telle sorte qu'une boîte de stockage (16) serrée peut pivoter par rapport à la base (26), la ligne de pivot imaginaire (L) du mouvement pivotant s'étendant parallèlement à et se trouvant de façon adjacente ou coïncidant avec le côté latéral (22) disposé à l'opposé du côté latéral (19) comportant l'ouverture de tiroir (25).

7. Dispositif de montage selon la revendication 6, caractérisé en ce que chaque boîte de stockage (16) est pourvue de deux renfoncements circulaires (28), disposés chacun dans un côté latéral (20, 21) délimitant l'ouverture de tiroir, adjacent au côté latéral (22) disposé à l'opposé de l'ouverture de tiroir (25), la base (26) étant pourvue d'au moins deux parties de base parallèles opposées (26a, 26b), une cavité de réception (29) étant disposée entre elles, chaque partie de base (26a, 26b) étant pourvue, sur un côté face à la cavité de réception (29), d'une série de tourillons de pivot (27), avec chaque tourillon de pivot (27) sur une partie de base (26a), un tourillon de pivot (27) étant disposé sur l'autre partie de base (26b), et entre chaque paire de tourillons de pivot opposés (27), une boîte de stockage (16) peut être serrée de telle sorte que chaque tourillon de pivot (27) d'une paire tourillons de pivot opposés (27) peut être amené en engagement avec un renfoncement circulaire (28), associé audit tourillon de pivot (27), dans la boîte de stockage (16) concernée.

8. Dispositif de montage selon la revendication 7, caractérisé en ce que la base (26) comporte au moins deux butées (30, 31) de sorte que le mouvement pivotant des boîtes de stockage (16) est limité entre deux positions inclinées disposées de chaque côté d'un plan imaginaire (P), lequel plan imaginaire (P) s'étend perpendiculairement à la surface (A) sur laquelle la base (26) est disposée ou à laquelle la base (26) est reliée, et la ligne de pivot imaginaire (L) de la boîte de stockage (16) concernée se trouve dans ce plan imaginaire (P).